TWO ERRORS OF MEMORY IN THE TELEMACHY.
IN the Prolegomena to his book de tribus Molhuysen shows how the scribes have often added or miswritten a line of Homer through untimely recollection of other passages in the Iliad and Odyssey, so that our MSS. of these poems display errors of memory, as well as errors of eye and ear. Thus, to take two of his instances, after Od. iv. 796, which ends 8«y/,as 8' rJi/cTo yvvaiKi, the good MS. P adds the verse KaXrj K.T.A., which follows the same verse-ending Od. xiii. 288-9 : and the Florentine F has in Od. xiv. 485 instead of i/j./junreu)'; viraKovcre, ij>.f-avopovcre t h r o u g h recollection of  the only other Homeric instance of e/t/tajrccos. These errors are probably the result of association affecting the mind of the copyist at the very time of writing. But a little consideration will show us that there were times when the scope was far greater for the influence of mental association on the Epic text.
For, at whatever date writing was first used in the transmission of Greek Epic, we may be sure that for a considerable period the written copy was not intended to delight private readers, or to be read to an audience, like the Jewish and Christian Scriptures. It served the same purposes as the copy of an actor's part, i.e. professional reciters learnt it by heart, and afterwards used it to refresh the memory. Of parts, at least, of their repertoire the Greek reciters no doubt took about with them MSS. which served the same purpose as the Oxford MS. of the Song of Roland :-'it is' writes M. Leon Gautier, La Chanson de Roland, p. xxvi. ' one of the little volumes for the use of the jongleurs which they carried with them wherever they went, and in which they doubtless refreshed their memory. ' Besides reciting, the rhapsodist would also train pupils, for in primitive societies the same man both teaches and practises a craft; and he would give them his own written texts, or copies of them, to get by heart. But where the papyrus or parchment (cf. Herod, v. 58 and Birt, d. ant. Buchwesen, p. 47 ) was rubbed or torn or otherwise obliterated, he would have to supply the deficiency from memory; and he would again have to rely on memory, if he wished his pupils to learn any part of his repertoire that he had not by him in writing. For where should he procure copies 1 He would have to make the copy by writing or dictating from memory. Evidently, a text thus dependent on memory would be likely to contain such errors as are incidental to transmission by memory; and the mistakes of a popular rhapsodist would, through his pupils and pupils' pupils, obtain a widespread and enduring circulation.
So long as the Epics appealed only to the listening circle in the noble's hall or at a public festival, the only written texts must have been those produced for and through the reciters; for the demand regulates the supply. They alone, therefore, can have formed the written basis of those copies that were produced for private persons in ever increasing numbers as education developed ; and to them, or immediately to the living voice of the rhapsodist, we must ultimately trace back our own MSS. of Homer. These, therefore, are likely to contain errors due to misrecollection on the part of the rhapsodists.
It is true that the rhapsodists were men whose memory was highly trained and developed. They may also have had some sort of memoria technica to assist them. But even a highly trained memory does not quite completely secure its contents against the subtle, half-unconscious influence of association ; and I have, I think, found two lines in the Telemachy in which the right reading has been displaced by the influence of other passages that were associated in ' thought with these. If I am right, then, as the present readings are clearly those of the old vulgate, they may be safely referred to the period before the texts of the Epics ceased to be dependent on the memories of reciters.
The lines are ii. 25] and iv. 514. In the former irAeovco-or (so MSS. and Scholia, see Note B) has, I submit, supplanted irtpl Sam; and in the second, the universal MaXttacov should be AOrjvdiav. The logic of this reply is as follows. Mentor has urged the people ' being many ' to check the ' few' suitors by words, Ka.6a.irr6ii.evoi. eW«ro-i, a colourless phrase, which is as suitable to friendly as to unfriendly address (cf. 39). But, obviously, the suitors are not men to be influenced by words, or by anything short of force. Accordingly, Leokritos wastes no time discussing a policy of diplomatic representations. Tacitly assuming (a shrewd stroke of debate) that interference means fighting -the Epic, let us always remember, not needing to be as explicit in respect to the readily obvious, as, say, a Government report-he tells Mentor that he is a downright fool to urge the people to stop the suitors, inasmuch as to pick a quarrel at a feast is a grievous matter, even for men that have numbers on their side.
The clause dpyaXeov Se K.T.A. is a justification of the preceding abuse. dpyaXeov has the meaning, less of 'difficult,' than of ' burdensome,' ' grievous,' ' more than can be expected of a man,' as in Od. xiii. 15-dpyaXeov yap era irpoocos \apia-ao-6ai. In irept Sam the local force is alone present, as is usual in Homer, or is, at least, predominant; for the only effective means of stopping the feastings of the suitors would be armed interference at the banquet itself.
Leokritos goes on to show how the general proposition apyakeov Se K.T.A. applies to the particular case of the Ithacan Brjfios. ' For even,' he says, ' if Odysseus of Ithaca should return himself and desire to expel from the hall the lordly suitors as they feasted in his house, his wife would have no joy in him, though she should be very desirous of him, on his coming, but he would meet an unseemly fate on the spot ' (vv. 246-50) . So far the reasoning is clear and pertinent, though it is not fully set forth. Plainly, if the suitors would not brook interference at the banquet from Odysseus himself, they would not submit to it from the Sij/xos, not even in face of superior numbers, without first taking some lives; but to risk their lives in this fashion is more than can be expected of the people.
But the MSS. go on with v. 251, 'if he (sc. Od.) should fight against superior numbers.' This cannot be right, for Leokritos and his audience are not concerned with the danger involved in an attack on a majority, but with the danger to that majority to which Mentor has appealed, if it attacks the suitors at the feast. We must either excise the line, as do many editors, or emend it. Now, if we excise it, we lose the words o-v 8' oi Kara fj.olpav ?ei7res, which round off very fittingly the part of the speech dealing with Mentor; but if, instead of el irXeoveo-o-i /u,a^oiro, we read ei irepl (jpm /J,., it seems possible to explain readily both the line and its corruption.
el For another corruption in the account of Agamemnon's return, I refer to Note C.
As we have just been told of Here's protection, we should expect to find that Agamemnon was about to reach some point on his
